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Go, Spartans! Go!

by Hamayail Ansari
The past few weeks have
been especially exciting for JMM
Spartans. To begin, Boys Varsity
Basketball is on their way to
the Sectional Semifinals to face
Middleton after their 41-39 win
over Sun Prairie at the Regional
Semifinals! Keeping up the
amazing hard work, JMM’s Poms
team continued their extraordinary
performances this year, and a
special shout out to member
Natalie Hodgkiss for being
awarded the Outstanding Student
Award by the Rotary Club of South Madison. After Girls Varsity Basketball
made it to their Sectional Semifinal against Craig, we could not have been
more in awe of these exceptionally talented players who demonstrated their
hard work at every game this season. JMM hosted Forensics tournament
on March 7th where they did not only did Memorial place 1st in 15 events,
but Jacob Gonring also took first place for the triathlon trophy AND the
team was award the Leading Chapter Award from the National Speech and
Debate Association! That’s not where it ends for our successful Spartans;
Gymnastics went on to compete at Wisconsin Rapids, placing 9th at State.
This extremely talented team also consists of the individual qualifiers, Sam
Adler, Natalie Donkle and Lauren Michaels. Nice work this season ladies!
Another congratulations goes to Vishal Narayanaswamy for being chosen
by Senators Ron Johnson and Tammy Baldwin to be one of two delegates
for Wisconsin to participate in the 53rd annual United States Senate Youth
Program! JMM’s Hockey
team left Spartans in awe
after another great season!
After making it to the State
Semifinals, JMM couldn’t be
prouder of our hardworking
and skilled team!
Congratulations to JMM’s
beautiful Cheerleading
team that competed at the
United States Finals on
March 2nd in Chicago! A
special shout out to the JMM
Pep Band, as well as to all of JMM’s participants in the WSMA District
Solo and Ensemble, for working so hard throughout the year and for all of
their amazing performances! Congratulations to our Mock Trial team who
competed at state at the Dane County Courthouse! A special congratulations
to Isabella Wu who has been named a finalist for the 2015 Blotz Young Artist
Competition. Best of luck to our ProStart Culinary Team who compete at
State on March 10th and Varsity Boys Basketball who play Middleton on
March 12th! Keep up the outstanding work Spartans, we are proud to be
JMM!

Hockey Photos by Carlos Perez

Dahmenation!

By Evanka Annyapu
Last month marked one year
since the unexpected passing of
beloved former JMM principal Bruce
Dahmen. As an eighth grader at the
time, I didn’t know who Mr. Dahmen
was or all the great things he’d
done for Memorial when he died.
Yet I felt the weight of his passing
reverberate across the Fieldhouse
parking lot to Jefferson Middle
School, where my teachers wept
upon hearing the news of his death.
Now, as a freshman, I’ve gotten a
chance to walk around in the halls
and learn from Memorial’s teachers
of Mr. Dahmen’s lasting impact.
Everyday, when I enter through the A
wing foyer, I am greeted by a mural
of a grinning, happy man and his
cartoonishly endearing mascot. The
new Bruce Dahmen Welcome Center
stands as a testament to a great
principal and his legacy.
In an interview with NBC
affiliate WMTV, Mr. Affeldt
celebrated Mr. Dahmen’s life and
remarked on his legacy, noting that
“We carry around with us everything
that he [Mr. Dahmen] taught us
and everything that he modeled
for us”. Affeldt, who follows in
Mr. Dahmen’s footsteps as JMM’s
head principal, recalls that Dahmen
“taught us to make good decisions,
and there isn’t a day that we go about
our business here without thinking
through that”.
As students and staff
celebrate the opening of the new
Welcome Center, many are fondly
reminiscing about Mr. Dahmen’s
impact on the school. An anonymous
student post on the James Madison
Memorial High School Compliments
Facebook page from February 13th
read, “Bruce Dahmen
was a warrior, he
worked hard to protect
and love his school like
a king would care for
his people and love his
kingdom. He made sure
everyone was happy,
even if things weren’t
going the best for him.
Mr. Dahmen has made
a huge impact on me,
my family, and every
single staff and student
in our school - including
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alumni and incomers”. Similarly,
JMM staff collectively dedicated the
new Welcome Center to Mr. Dahmen
in a post on the school’s Facebook
page, writing, “We are honored
to dedicate the Bruce Dahmen
Welcome Center at Madison
Memorial High School. Bruce was
a 40 year member of the Madison
Memorial faculty as a teacher,
coach, and administrator. Bruce was
always the welcoming force to all at
Memorial, and will continue to be
through this welcome center tribute.
Bruce was an iconic, welcoming
symbol of JMM, and a trustworthy
father figure not only to students
and their parents, but also to the
hundreds of MMSD staff members
he mentored during his career with
the Madison Metropolitan School
District.”
Although Mr. Dahmen may
have been gone for over a year now,
his spirit lives on in the vibrant and
connected community of Spartans
that he fostered. For now and
forever, JMM will always “make
good decisions”.

Tony
Robinson
Shooting

Mid-Winter
2015:

Glow-In-The-Dark

by Ameya Sanyal

By David Cao
We were all shocked to hear
when Tony Robinson—an unarmed,
19-year-old black man—was shot
dead on Friday, March 6th during a
confrontation with a police officer
here in Madison. Yet another incident
involving an unarmed African
American man caused protests
throughout Madison, with people
carrying signs that read “Black Lives
Matter.”
It all started when Madison
veteran cop Matt Kenny responded to
a report of a man jumping in and out
of traffic, who had also just assaulted
someone in a home. Officer Matt
Kenny followed the man to the same home where the alleged battery had
taken place, and broke into the residence after hearing a disturbance. When
Robinson attacked, the officer drew his weapon and shot the unarmed black
man.
Tony Terrell Robinson Jr. was a graduate of Sun Prairie High
School in 2014. To his classmates, he was popular, kind, helpful, and very
approachable. To his family and close friends, he was “a caretaker” for his
ailing mother and a “father figure” to his three younger siblings. He attended
East High School for a short time before moving with his family to Sun
Prairie. Following high school, he planned to study business at Madison Area
Technical College.
Robinson was previously arrested for an armed home invasion
with four others, and was subsequently found guilty of armed robbery in
December. However, many friends and family of Robinson were perplexed
by his actions, stating that it was extremely out of his congenial character.
Our deepest condolences go out to the family of Tony Robinson, Jr.
and all of those in Madison who knew him.
Sources: The Wisconsin State Journal & NBC News

As soon as finals were
over and second semester began,
students began to ask one another
to the annual Mid-Winter Dance,
also traditionally known as TWIRP
(“The Woman is Required to
Pay”). As TWIRP-posals became
commonplace and hype grew, class
officers scrambled to find a theme
for Mid-Winter that would be fun
and bright. After looking through
magazines and crafty Pinterest
boards, class officers narrowed the
theme down to two options: Winter
Wonderland and Glow-In-The-Dark.
Out of the two, Glow-In-The-Dark
seemed like a perfect theme, as it
would briefly be able to distract
students from the frosty temperatures
and the snow-blanketed outdoors.
Two weeks prior to the dance,
class officers and volunteers gathered
to paint the window. Although

A Note From the Editor

By Vishal Narayanaswamy
Beware the ides of March!
Although it’s second semester, it seems as though everyone is
anxiously looking around the corner to see what looms ahead. From
underclassmen nervous about third quarter grades to all-star athletes hoping
to win their way to the state title, there’s not a resting moment to be found
at JMM. Although many senioritis-afflicted upperclassmen are probably
second-semester slackers, the nearing arrival of college decision dates (visit
the world’s worst website, http://www.collegeconfidential.com/, for details)
has the Class of 2019 nervously checking their email, phones, and mailboxes
for any semblance of an acceptance notification, while juniors have taken- to
paraphrase Obi-Wan Kenobi- “their first step into a larger world” with the
spring ACT. In short, everyone is everywhere and doing everything, while
yours truly reclusively lurks in a basement of LEGO.
Well, that’s not entirely true. As many Spartans and members of
the school community are increasingly finding out (that is, if we’re doing
our jobs), April 7th will see the Madison municipal elections. If you are
18 (or will be by April 7th), the election will not only determine the future
for Madison’s mayoral and alder politics, but also the fate of several of
MMSD’s schools. On the ballot will be a referendum to fund and improve
school infrastructure and facilities, including the installation of wheelchair
ramps at elementary schools, substantial investment in improving MMSD’s
district-wide wi-fi, and finally giving Jefferson Middle School proper
classroom divider walls. As the election nears, involved Spartans will find
myself and Leon Pan spreading awareness and advocacy for passing the
referendum throughout the JMM community. With a substantially low
cost to taxpayers, investing in and improving our public schools on April
7th should be a no-brainer, and the editorial staff of The Sword & Shield
encourages all voting-age Spartans to get involved in local politics. While
national politics may often divide us, local elections put decision-making
power in our hands. Regardless of your political leanings, local races are
where the power of your vote has the most direct impact and meaning. Vote
on April 7th!
Good luck, study hard, and as the late Leonard Nimoy would say,
“Live long and prosper.”

Spring Break

by Kelly S Wu
It’s crazy to think about it, but winter is
almost over. With the long awaited end of winter
comes spring break: a week free of all classes and
activities and a chance to recharge and refresh.
Here are some ideas on how to spend spring break
this year, whether it’s to have some fun and relax
or to get ahead in school.
First, you could take a well-deserved
vacation and travel out of Madison. Visiting
relatives you haven’t seen since Christmas,
catching up with siblings in college, or traveling
to some exotic locale is a great way to relax with
family. A stay-cation in Madison, where you see

simple to draw on notebook paper,
the window design was much harder
to copy onto the glass! Nonetheless,
after multiple soap sketches,
volunteers worked together to create
an appealing and eye-catching
display. On the morning of the
dance, class officers and volunteers
transformed the cafeteria and main
gym into a glow-in-the-dark rave.
The chosen color scheme was silver
and black, with white and neon
accents. Everyone was extremely
occupied between
setting up the photo
booth, creating
table arrangements,
decorating the entry
way and hanging
decorations in the
main gym. Despite
the multitude of
things to do, students
efficiently worked
together to finish in
record time.
Fast forward

all of Madison’s sights like a tourist is also a great
idea if you’re planning to be in town.
Secondly, spring break is great for quality
friend-time. During the school year, there’s barely
time to hang out with friends, other than in study
groups or at lunch. Get together with your friends
and do something you all love, such as going to a
movie, and you’ll rediscover how great spending
time with friends is. You could also catch up with
friends to talk about ideas, issues and future plans,
as friends can give you great advice.
Finally, spending spring break brushing up
on studying, getting ahead with homework, and
planning out the rest of your semester can reduce
stress and increase preparedness. Spring break can
be a great time, particularly for underclassmen,

a few hours and the student body
started to arrive. To add to the GlowIn-The-Dark theme, each student
was handed a glow stick bracelet
or necklace upon entering. While
some students chose to take photos
first, others hit the dance floor! With
the decorations from the morning
set-up crew and a variety of lights
from the DJ, the atmosphere was
electric. As the DJ had also played at
Homecoming, he knew how to keep
a steady mix coming. Every hour or
so, gift cards were also raffled off.
Although students were confused at
first, by the last raffle, everyone was
vying for a gift card.
Overall, Mid-Winter was
a night to remember. Over 450
students attended, signifying that
the dance is certainly growing in

popularity. Special thanks to the
lovely student volunteers that helped
out: Jocelyn Alcantara, Marlowe
Eldridge, Kami Henning, DJ
Johnson, Grace Kaldor, Aisha Khan,
Liz Kielley, Jacky Lin, Adrianne
Lor, Priya Mathur, Loren McMahon,
Amoolya Reddy, Julian Salazar,
Jane Song, Anna Stalsberg, Amulya
Suresh, Van Tetzner, Kelly Thao,
Andy Truong, Jack Tuong, Vijay
Veerabaskar, Kelly Wu and Mai Ze
Vang. I am very grateful to Ms. Ford
and the talented photographers: Leon
Pan and Vishal Narayanaswamy.
My thanks also goes towards the
fabulous parent and staff volunteers,
administration and Ms. Dahmen. My
fellow class officers who helped this
event succeed deserve a huge shoutout as well: Rim Ansari, Jessica
Liebau, Kristine Nguyen and Freddie
Lopez-Daniel. Most importantly,
however, I would love to thank Ms.
Geerdes for her never-ending support
and patience. Without all the help
we received, this event would not
have been possible. On the behalf of
the Class Officers of 2017, we hope
that Mid-Winter was an enjoyable
experience for all.

to get help for any classes that are challenging or
confusing so that you can navigate them for the
rest of the year. Studying for tests and catching up
with homework will be extremely helpful if you’ll
be in a whirlwind of sports, club competitions,
or extracurriculars after break. If you do all your
homework before school returns, you can avoid
all-nighters and morning test-cram sessions. Most
importantly, you’ll be less stressed, happier, and
ready to make the most of the rest of your year.
As spring break nears, remember that
there’s many ways you could spend those precious
eight days off, from visiting family and catching
up with friends to staying on top of homework and
stress. So go have fun, relax and make the most of
spring break.

Inherent Vice Review

50 Shades of Great… Something
This Movie Will Never Be Called
By Jack Harrington

By Dane Peplinski
Inherent Vice, based on the book by Thomas Pynchon and directed by
Paul Thomas Anderson, is a really good movie. While the cinematography
in this movie is top-notch and the art direction is excellent, Inherent Vice
has a weird feeling to it that makes the film both entertaining and dull.
The movie has a stylized and smoky visual tone that instantly evokes
the 1970s, transporting viewers to a decade awash with drugs and crime.
The delightfully bizarre plot focuses on Detective Doc Sportello, played
by Joaquin Phoenix, and a kidnapping racket involving his ex-girlfriend,
her new boyfriend, and the boyfriend’s wife. Inherent Vice is a crazy and
magnificent ride that more than earns its Oscar Nominations (Best Adapted
Screenplay for Anderson and Best Costume Design for Mark Bridges), but
the film is unlikely to see much box office success given its limited release.
On the other hand, Inherent Vice may end up like many of Paul Thomas
Anderson’s films (Boogie Nights, Magnolia, and There Will Be Blood) by
becoming a cult hit despite limited box office revenue. Inherent Vice may not
be perfect, but it is a grand film that will be prominent in the future. I give
Inherent Vice 8.5 out of 10 stars.

If someone biting their lip or thumb is a turn on, then this is the film
for you. Going to see 50 Shades of Grey, which is based on the erotic novel
of the same name, was quite an experience. I’d never before heard of a film
that had such strong opinions about it before its release. I did what I could to
ignore them and not let them influence my opinion prematurely. That being
said, I went into this film with pretty low expectations. I knew the general
plot: A young woman (Anastasia Steele) falls for a rich, hunky billionaire
(Christian Grey) who happens to have an affinity for BDSM. I never read
the book, so this review is not a comparison of it to its literary counterpart. I
had many problems with 50 Shades, its plot holes and poor pacing being the
main problems.
50 Shades is in no way referred to as a literary masterpiece, and one
of the things many people had hoped for from this film was its improved
By Dane Peplinski
story telling and less painfully awful dialogue. Both of these were incredibly Kingsman: The Secret Service is the latest comic book-based film directed
atrocious in the film. I ended up having to look things up and talk to people
by Matthew Vaughn (Kick-Ass, X-Men: First Class). I have not seen a movie
who read the book to be able to understand how somethings happen. For
that was so badass and hilarious at the same time until I saw this movie.
example, there are two occasions where Christian finds out where Anastasia
If you like movies like that, check this movie out as soon as possible! It
is without her telling him, once at the bar and once in Georgia. He just
is a spectacular, entertaining movie that keeps you glued to your seat and
appears, Ana never says what bar she’s at, yet Christian is there in less
entertained the whole time you’ll just be in love with the movie throughout.
than five minutes after she first called him. When Ana travels to Georgia,
This movie actually has no dull moments and instead it’s just entertaining the
the next day Christian is in the same restaurant that she is, even though
whole entire time that it makes the movie a wild ride that you’ll never want
she never even specified what county she’d be in. I’m later told that in the
to end and get off your seat. This movie doesn’t just have hilariousness to
book he bugged her phone so he could know everything about her. There’s
it and badass action scenes but it also has some great actors to it such as the
an audacious lack of character development as well. Ana learns that some
hilarious and talented Samuel L Jackson who is the main villain of the movie
bondage isn’t so bad in two hours, while Christian uses his share of the
along with Colin Farrell and Taron Egerton who are the heroes in the movie.
screen time to go from completely anti-romantic to allowing Ana to sleep
Kingsman: the secret service is a successful film that deserves the great
in the same bed as him and get dinner with him once a week. While there is
reviews and positivity it’s getting. I give kingsman: the secret service 9 out
occasionally some witty dialogue, it’s mostly contained to about two minutes of 10 stars. Go check it out at a theater near you!
of the run time, and most conversations are terrible, such as when Christian
and Ana finish discussing the contract, Christian starts a dialogue:
“I want to bend you over and **** you”
“Right here?”
“Yes.”
By Jack Harrington
“On this table?”
Selma, directed by Ava Duvernay and starring David Oyelowo as
“Yes.”
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., is surrounded by a large mix of controversy and
“Bye, Christian.”
praise. It’s lauded for it’s fantastic acting, cinematography, and storytelling,
Another favorite is “If you roll your eyes at me again, I will have to take you but also criticized for its negative portrayal of LBJ and Coretta Scott King.
over my knee.”
After the Oscar nominations were announced, many were upset to see Selma
There are few films I could say are as poorly paced as 50 Shades.
snubbed for Best Actor and Best Director. While Selma certainly isn’t the
I can recall at least 10 times that I wanted to take my phone out to see
strongest film amongst the top eight Oscar contenders, it is certainly within
how much longer I had to be there. The film dragged itself, struggling to
the top four and one of the best ten films of 2014.
get the important plot points and when it got there, it wasn’t confident in
David Oyelowo (pronounced Oh-yellow-woe) was absolutely
doing what it was supposed to do. Let’s be honest, sex scenes are meant to
phenomenal in his role as Martin Luther King. He not only deserved to be
arouse and titillate the audience. Exceptions to this are films like Von Trier’s nominated for Best Actor, but should have won the category at last month’s
Nymphomaniac or Noé’s Irreversible (if rape can qualify as a sex scene). At
Academy Awards (as opposed to telling an iffy joke about Annie with host
least in those instances they’re supposed to create a discomfort among the
Neil Patrick Harris). Oyelowo’s performance in the film is so impressive,
audience, a feeling that this isn’t okay. Instead, 50 Shades just feels dull and
that there is no other explanation for his portrayal except that he is some
dragged out. If it wasn’t something they knew audiences wanted, they’re dull sort of god. Further, there is not a single weak performance in the film,
enough to have been abbreviated, or even removed from the film entirely.
and while I can certainly understand and sympathize with the questionable
This could have been a decent 80 minute long popcorn-flick, but it tries to
portrayal of Coretta Scott King, President Johnson’s portrayal never came
play itself as a deep and introspective drama.
off as antagonistic to me. In the film, LBJ wasn’t jumping out of his chair
50 Shades managed to act out the book, I’m sure the most die hard
to help Dr. King get voting rights passed, but that’s not inaccurate to real
of fans will be able to appreciate it, but anyone else, even moderate fans of
life. He also never deliberately sabotaged King as many people critical of
the books will be incredibly disappointed with all of the films short comings. the film seemed to imply. In reality, LBJ wanted support from King for the
Hopefully 50 Shades Darker will learn from its predecessors mistakes and
Great Society’s poverty initiative, and in exchange, Johnson would support
make a far more alluring and interesting film. It’s still better than The Hobbit, voting rights. While Tom Wilkinson’s portrayal of Johnson may have been
though. 4/10
of romance, if that’s what this is, when you can’t relate
a bit more bitter than real life, the
A Second Opinion
to
either
character.
It’s
a
real
bummer
too
because
at
film’s LBJ never feels antagonistic
By Joey Boyd
times
the
movie
showed
genuine
promise.
The
scene
or obstructive. As for Coretta, in
Intimidating. When Anastasia is describing
where
Anna
calls
Christian
from
the
bar,
slurring
her
the film she is a weak, feeble, and
Christian to her friend, that is the word she uses. Not
words
as
she
hurled
insults
was
really
well
done.
It
had
intimidated supporter of the Civil
‘kind’ ‘generous’ or ‘funny’. Intimidating. Because
the
audience
in
stitches.
If
they
had
just
kept
that
level
Rights Movement who wishes she
girls love it when you frighten them… Intimidating is
of
quality
throughout
the
entire
movie,
instead
of
just
could participate more, when in fact
the word I think of whenever “Fifty Shades of Grey” is
having
the
lead
actors
exemplify
the
cliche
of
a
couple
Coretta was a diligent supporter in
brought up in conversation. It perfectly describes how a
with
poor
communication,
this
would
have
been
the
best
the movement in real life, and Dr.
guy like me would think of this movie.
movie
I’ve
seen
so
far
this
year.
But
those
moments
were
King often found strength and hope
Romance is not my schtick. The most romantic
few
and
far
between.
inside of the support of his wife.
movie I’ve seen in the past year is Scott Pilgrim. I’m out
Even
the
infamous
sex
scenes
couldn’t
grasp
my
Though this is a large inaccuracy,
of my element, everything that lead up to me watching
attention.
I’ve
never
been
bored
during
a
sex
scene
in
a
looking at this in the fictional
this film was a little terrifying to be honest. Telling a bold
movie
before,
but
as
it
turns
out
there’s
a
first
time
for
context, Carmen Ejogo does a stellar
faced lie to my parents that I was going to see Birdman,
everything.
I
remember
at
one
point
when
things
were
job portraying her.
getting permission from my girlfriend to go and see it
getting
hot
and
heavy
on
screen
I
was
so
disinterested
Even with inaccuracies,
with another dude, the mass of older women surrounding
that
I
started
to
look
around
the
theater,
wondering
who
this
film
is incredibly powerful and
us in the theater talking about their favorite sex scenes,
this
movie
was
made
to
please.
It’s
quite
possible
that
I
emotional.
Selma shows how far
and worse yet, the couple next to us that left the theater
am
not
the
target
demographic
and
that’s
fine.
That
being
Civil
Rights
have come, but makes
less than five minutes into the movie. Intimidating may
said,
I
don’t
see
this
movie
giving
you
an
experience
sure
not
to
ignore
that we still have a
be an understatement. I had been building up “Fifty
that
you
can’t
find
elsewhere.
The
people
there
for
the
ways
to
go
to
achieve
actual equality.
Shades of Grey” to be this awful train wreck that leaves
romance
can
do
better,
like
The
Notebook,
or
even
The
With
issues
of
racial
inequality
you unable to look away. But my feelings of anxiety
Princess Bride. Those there for the more erotic nature
like voter suppression, mass
slowly tapered off into abject boredom.
can
also
find
find
a
better
substitute
with
the
help
of
our
incarceration, and racial profiling
My disinterest stemmed from the vapid
friend
Google.
“Fifty
Shades
of
Grey”
isn’t
offensively
dominating the headlines today,
characters. Christian came off as a total creep half the
bad,
even
still
I
can
think
of
more
than
fifty
better
ways
Selma is the rare historical film that
time, showing up wherever Anna was whether she was
to
spend
your
money.
3/10
feels timely. It is a fantastic film and
down the street or in another state. Seriously though, he
does a splendid job at being a great
followed her to Georgia without her knowledge. I may
period piece, leaving hope in its
be colorblind, but I think that’s a red flag. Initially you
viewers’ hearts for decades to come.
want to be on Anna’s side, her being the main character
8/10
and all, but her constant indecision about every issue
left a bad taste in my mouth. It’s hard to enjoy a story
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March Madness

By Amit Rajesh

Name: Hunter Brandon

Prep Profiles

Favorite Class: Sociology of Sports
Current Sport: Ping Pong
Career Highlights: State
Semifinalist in Ping Pong. Winning
conference 2 years in a row for
Soccer. Also being a captain
for both Varsity Ping Pong and
Varsity Soccer.
I love ping pong because: It’s a
mental game that improves handeye coordination.
Season goal: Win state and advance
to regionals
Other sports: Soccer and Ultimate
Frisbee
I love being a Spartan because:
We’re elite
Most memorable moment in sports:
Beating #1 ranked Middleton
Sophomore year in the sectional
semi-finals for Soccer.
Most embarrassing moment in
sports: In 7th grade my mom ran
on to the basketball court in the
middle of a game to give me a
tissue after I got poked in the eye.
Everyone on the team knows me as
the guy who… hates to lose
Pregame music playlist: Latin HipHop/ Latin Rap
Pregame fuel: PB&J
Most inspirational teammate: Peter
Yang
Favorite Athlete: Mǎ Lóng
Favorite Opponent: West
I wish I could compete against:
Highschools from China
Favorite Movie: Balls of Fury
Favorite TV show: The Office
I describe myself as: motivated and
a leader
I look up to: My parents
I can’t live without: Chipotle
I wish I could meet: Alex Morgan
During the Olympics I watched:
Everything. Besides Speed
Walking.
Did you know… the fortune cookie
was invented in San Francisco
Post High School plans: Either go
to UW-Madison, UW-Lacrosse, or
University of Minnesota and get
my masters for physical therapy.
On the bucket list: Sky-Diving
spartan cards sold: 7

Other sports: Football, Track and
Field, Badminton, Math Team,
HOSA
I love being a Spartan because: Once
a Spartan always a Spartan
Most memorable moment in sports:
Getting my first win against a
Middleton wrestler to advance to
Sectionals
Most embarrassing moment in
sports: Going 3-18 my first year
wrestling
Everyone on the team knows me as
the guy who… Sings in the shower
Pregame music playlist: Billy Joel
and Kanye West
Pregame fuel: I’m not allowed to
eat in-season
Most inspirational teammate: Lukas
Gator Day
Favorite Athlete: Henry Houden
Favorite Opponent: Middleton
I wish I could compete against: John
Cena
Favorite Movie: Meet the Parents
Favorite TV show: Arrow
I describe myself as: Consistent
I look up to: My boss Pat Doherty
I can’t live without: Sparknotes
I wish I could meet: The Pope
During the Olympics I watched:
Curling
Did you know… I’m allergic to the
cold
Post High School plans: UWMadison School of Nursing
On the bucket list: Skydiving
Spartan cards sold: No one buys
from a kid with a beard

Name: Kevin “ Captain
Curry” Thayyil

Name: Isaac Kysely

Favorite Class: Health Science
Occupations with Costello
Current Sport: Wrestling
Career Highlights: Getting my
fastest pin in 27 sec, placing at
the Big 8 Conference Meet, and
qualifying for Sectionals
I love wrestling because: Anything
can happen when you get on the
mat
Season goal: Have a team of more
than 4 wrestlers

Favorite Class: Anatomy&
Physiology
Current Sport: MSCR Basketball
Career Highlights : Being
undefeated at MSCR basketball
practice
I love basketball because: I get to
wear a shooting sleeve.
Season Goal: Gold Ball
Other Sports: Cross Country
I love being a Spartan because It’s
better than being a Cardinal
Most Memorable Moment in Sports:
When Team Basketball actually
won a MSCR regular season game.
Most Embarrassing moment in
sports: Not Applicable
Everyone on the Team knows me as
the guy who: is only person to beat
Olin Hacker in a cross country
race
Pregame Music Playlist: Bollywood
Dubstep
Pregame Fuel : Chicken Curry
Most Inspirational Teammate: Caleb
“Wench of the Bench” Hopkins

With the UW Badgers’ basketball team looking pretty darn good right
now, everyone in Madison can’t help but feel hyped about March Madness,
a huge tournament for the top 64 college men’s basketball teams in the
country. Last year, the Badgers made it all the way into the semifinals of
the tournament before losing to Kentucky by one point. This year, however,
Badgers fans aren’t the only ones looking forward to this tournament;
the NCAA is just as excited for the tournament to commence, but for a
very different reason: money. With tons of cash on the table by way of
merchandise, tickets, TV contracts, and more, March Madness is a moneymaking machine for the NCAA and the TV networks that air the games. But
just how much money do they generate?
As it turns out, a lot. Let’s start with ticket sales. In 2012, the NCAA
earned $40 million at the ticket booth. The attendance for the entire year of
2012 in Division I basketball was 27.7 million. Now this may seem like a
lot, but let’s compare it to TV: 20.1 million people watched just the 2012
National Championship, Kentucky vs. Kansas. One game on TV nearly
equals a whole years’ worth of fans in college basketball. So logically, ticket
sales and store merchandise for the fans isn’t going to give nearly as much
money to the NCAA as the TV industry will.
And if you wanted proof of that, look no further than the TV
contracts, where the NCAA hit the jackpot. In case you haven’t noticed, all
of March Madness is aired through CBS Sports and Turner Broadcasting,
(the latter of which owns TruTV, TNT, and TBS.) This is obviously an
advantage for the two companies, but they had to pay a hefty price in order
for this to happen. In 2010, CBS and Turner Broadcasting signed a 14-year
licensing contract with the NCAA worth a whopping $10.8 billion- that’s a
good $771 million every year till 2024 for the NCAA! Now we’re talking
big cash, but where do the TV networks get all this money to pay the NCAA
for the TV contracts?
That would be advertisements. The TV stations who air the NCAA
March Madness games made more than $1 billion dollars in 2012 just on
ads. This is an absurd amount of money, even for a sporting event: in that
same year, the NBA, NHL, and MLB playoffs combined generated $991
million in ads, a good $9 million off from March Madness ad dollars. Even
the NFL couldn’t keep up with college basketball in ad money: In 2012, NFL
playoffs generated ad revenues of $976 million on TV. Other sources of ad
revenues include print and digital media, but they are comparatively smaller.
As a final source for the giant revenue steam generated by the NCAA games,
there’s Vegas. As you all know, March Madness is a special tournament
because it allows you to fill out your own tournament bracket by predicting
the winners in all of the games. If you get all the games right, you get a huge
sum of money. This naturally opens up the door to lots of betting on who’s
going to win what game. It’s estimated that Americans wager a whopping $7
billion on bets. This is a good $1 billion more than the Super bowl.
However, the NCAA does not get this cash; the $7 billion goes to the people
who won their bets on the games and to the betting organizations on whose
platforms these bets are wagered.
Nevertheless, it’s pretty clear that March Madness generates huge
pools of money --- and we have not even counted spending by die-hard
fans on things like restaurant meals, hotel rooms and airline tickets! While
the NFL still may be the most popular sport in this country, there is no
doubt that the NCAA is pretty happy with the amount of money that March
Madness generates (even if it does not get all of it). An interesting side note:
the players in the tournament who are actually responsible for providing all
this entertainment that generates such large sums of money don’t get paid a
single cent. But I guess that’s a debate for another day.
Favorite Athlete: Stephen Curry
Favorite Opponent: Janesville
Parker
I wish I could compete against: Yao
Ming
Favorite Movie: The Lion King
Favorite TV show: Suits
I describe myself as: sarcastic
I can’t live without: Cellular
Respiration
During the Olympics I watched:
Archery
Did you know: I’m actually Native
American
Post High School Plans: Going
Division 1 in academics
On the bucket list: Open my own
Curry Shop right here in Madison!
Spartan Cards Sold: The derivative
of 10,000

Name: Nick
Roby

Favorite Class:
Calculus
Current Sport:
Hockey
Career Highlights:
When I scored
once
I love Hockey
because: I
have the best
teammates
Season goal: win state
Other sports: Golf if that counts
I love being a Spartan because:

We’re a family
Most memorable moment in sports:
beating Middleton in the sectional
final
Most embarrassing moment in
sports: Sliding into the wall and
breaking my leg
Everyone on the team knows me as
the guy who… has the best style
Pregame music playlist: Love Me
Sexy
Pregame fuel: Ravioli
Most inspirational teammate: Jacob
Padley
Favorite Athlete: Ty Pelton-Byce
Favorite Opponent: Middleton
I wish I could compete against:
Notre Dame Academy
Favorite Movie: Forrest Gump
Favorite TV show: Gossip Girl
I describe myself as: A father-like
figure
I look up to: Jack Andringa
I can’t live without: Mama and
Papa Robes
During the Olympics I watched:
Biathlon
Did you know… I have a broken
ankle
Post High School plans: I will be
playing hockey at the University of
Massachusetts
On the bucket list: Go to Winter
Olympics
Spartan cards sold: 3
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Horoscopes

By Joanna Pauline Martinez
Aries (Mar 21 - April 19) This month of March will give you
tons of energy Aries! If you’re competing this month, in any club
or any sport, you will surely excel due to this excess of energy!
However, make sure to take care of yourself, physically, mentally
and emotionally. It can be a draining month!
Ever since I was little I’ve loved to do art and create things,
especially in elementary school where we got to work with all sorts of
materials and have showcases and experiment with learning. It’s something
that brings people together and lets you express as an individual. I’ve tried
to experience all different types of art, and since freshman year at Memorial
I’ve taken ceramics 1, 2, and 3, photography, art metals & glass, and painting
& printmaking.
I’ve always known that I’ve wanted to pursue art in some way, and in
the future hopefully I’ll figure out how that will be. My plan in college is to
minor in art, hopefully majoring in film studies; at least that’s my plan right
now.
Art is a wonderful thing and becomes more wonderful when you have
the right people surrounding you. The art classes that are offered at Memorial
help anyone who wants to pursue art, or anyone who wants to do something
different and just have fun.

Taurus (April 20 - May 20) You have a big heart Taurus; you
always go out of the way for someone else. Because of this,
you should always know you’re appreciated. March may bring
unexpected events that will need you to continue doing what
you’ve always done, being there for someone. You will feel
rewarded and relaxed by the end of the month!
Gemini (May 21 - June 20) If school and work has been
unusually tiresome lately, you will need a weekend to unwind
Gemini! Go to bed early, your body and mind will thank you! This
will also prove beneficial and lucky for you, as your performance
in both aspects will surpass the best you’ve ever done. Expect to hear many
compliments!
Cancer (June 21 - Jul 22) There may be some drama brewing
among your friends Cancer, but as the calm one, you’ll prove
to be a worthy mediator! One of your friends may also be
struggling at this time, offer a helping hand, because one day,
they’ll return the favor to you!
Leo (July 23 - Aug 22) Are you experiencing some money
woes Leo? If so, you may want to look at your spending habits
and tweak some parts. This small act will make all your money
problems disappear by the end of the month! It will also give you
some money to spare during this month of March, when something
you’ve always wanted becomes available!
Virgo (Aug 23 - Sept 22) You or your significant other may
not be big on romance Virgo. However, this February, make an
effort to add a little more love into your relationships. A small,
romantic gesture will go a long way with that special someone.
Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22) The start of the month may be calm
and quiet as energy for you Libra, will be oddly low. As your
energy picks back up, do your best to also keep your health in
tip-top shape! Finances will also prove no hassle for you Libra
and any projects you’ve started will be finished by the end of the
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month!
Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov 21) Trying out for a spring sport
Scorpio? If so, you have nothing to be nervous about! You
know your strengths and your weaknesses, and this ability
will only be an advantage! If sports are not in the cards for
you, go out to some sporting events with friends! There’ll
be plenty to attend!

Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21) Changes made this month can
last all year, and maybe last all your life! Whether it concerns
your health, your spending habits, or even your social life, the
changes by the end of the month will all be good ones! You’ll
end the month lucky!
Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19) Though travel may be calling your
name, and your urge to get up and go will be ever so tempting,
stay for now Capricorn! Your time to explore will come, but
during this month of March, loose ends may need to be tied up in
order for you to do so! Your friends and family will help you to
do this and you’ll start Spring Break stress free! Be sure to thank them!
Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18) A lot may be asked from you
this month Aquarius! You’ll not only step up to the plate, but
surprisingly, you’ll also enjoy it! This fiery energy will help you
get a lot of work done throughout the month. Work hard, you
will remember all you have accomplished during the madness
that is March!
Pisces (Feb 19 - Mar 20) Having doubts on your lucky stars
lately Pisces? These worries will wash away by the middle of
the month when something miraculous occurs! Write down any
vivid dreams, as these will lead you to this astounding event! By
the end of March, all the events that will have happened will all
be wonderful memories! Look forward to it!

The Legalization of Marijuana
Spread the word.
Save the date.
Vote on April 7th
Regarding Our Schools
“The opinions expressed in the
following piece are solely those of
the student author.”
By Leon Pan
The Problem
What is cold, has no walls,
and lives in Madison? Thomas
Jefferson Middle School. If you
thought that was a bad joke, you’re
right. Ask any Jefferson alumnus,
and they will confirm the noisiness
caused by the lack of walls and
the erratic temperatures from a
rotting 50 year old heating system.
Unfortunately, the sad reality
of Jefferson’s infrastructure is
spread across all MMSD schools.
Madison’s rapidly growing
population is stretching teachers,
resources, and classrooms to their
limits. Elementary school’s like
Hawthorne, Sandburg, Van Hise,
Kennedy, and Mendota need to
install new classrooms; after all,
if you’ve ever gotten annoyed at a
younger sibling, try being the teacher
of 30 kindergartners. Moreover,
the obsolete infrastructure of
many more elementary and middle
schools needs ramps and elevators
for students, staff, and visiting
community members. The problems
that hinder students’ ability to learn
go on, from slow internet and wifi, to
ugly auditoriums, to electricity and
lighting problems. We can describe
our teachers, our administration,
and classmates with a number of
adjectives, good and bad. But one
word sums up the state of all our
schools: ratchet. But it doesn’t have
to be.
The Solution
Voting Yes for our schools in
the April 7th referendum would solve
for these problems. And if you can’t
vote, spreading the word to those
who can, adults, teachers, seniors,
also makes an impact. While most
government action is determined
by politicians the general people
elect to office, politics, inattention,
and budget cuts leave a lot of things
like education with the short end of
the stick. A referendum takes the
decision-making from politicians and
places it in the hands of the people.
You. Me. Your parents.
Stay alert for more events
and announcements. As April 7th
comes closer, JMM organizations
such as Spartan Youth Service,
Sword & Shield, Debate, Young
Progressives, and Young Republicans
will be encouraging all to vote. If
you’d like to show your support,
join “Students for the Referendum”
on Facebook, and visit www.
madisoncast.org
The Cost
Every project, no matter
how noble or controversial, has its
costs. The cost of renovating MMSD
schools in this referendum is $43
million dollars for property owners
across the entire population of
Madison. According to school board
member TJ Mertz, this will increase
property taxes by $63 annually per
$237,000 property value.
The Impact
By voting yes or encouraging
those old enough to vote, you
can bring us one step closer to
renovating our schools. This means
giving those in wheelchairs or
with crutches access to ramps and
elevators in 9 schools. It means
giving extra classrooms to schools

By Amol Rajesh
Disclosure: The Sword and Shield, Amol Rajesh and
affiliated partners do not endorse drug use and other
related behaviors. Taking drugs for recreational
purposes is a decision that could negatively effect a
person’s life.
In the news you may have heard about states
such as Washington and Colorado legalizing the use of
recreational marijuana. While this issue appears very
controversial, this article is aimed at giving readers a
historical and political perspective on the issue.
What is Marijuana?
The dried leaves and female flowers of the
hemp plant, used in cigarette form as a narcotic or
hallucinogen. Commonly referred to as “pot”, “maryjane”, “weed”.
When did using marijuana become illegal in
America?
Although the plant was discovered in the
1600s, the American government only became aware
of the side effects of marijuana in the early 1900s.
State governments began to observe people becoming
delusional and incoherent when they took marijuana.
States began to penalize users of marijuana through
taxes and fines. The federal government also began to
take notice, and in 1930 the Federal Bureau of Narcotics
was formed with the aim of eliminating all recreational
drug use in America. In 1937 the Marijuana Tax Act
was formed and made it effectively illegal to posses
marijuana. In 1970, a more modern and revised form
of this act was passed: The Controlled Substances
Act. Ever since that act, the federal government has
considered marijuana illegal in America and has gone to
great lengths to prosecute individuals who possess even
extremely small amounts of illegal substances.
How does legalizing recreational marijuana use affect
American society?
If the American federal government were to
legalize recreational marijuana, it would have farreaching effects that could bring huge global change.
1.) Reduce violence
The fact of the matter is that currently, there are
many violent gangs who illegally traffic drugs from
South America to the United States and whose ruthless
behaviors towards civilians and government officials
have brought great suffering to the communities affected.
Legalizing marijuana would in effect allow any
certified business to sell marijuana freely. What does
this mean? In essence it would greatly reduce violence
and secret gang activities because drug cartels (gangs
who sell drugs) would no longer have to resort to
violent methods to overcome government restrictions
and security forces. Instead, these people could sell
marijuana as long as they obeyed the laws set in place
for business and quality control.

2.) Principle of Liberty
The very idea that the American government
should be telling its citizens what they can and cannot
ingest is very questionable. Some people may feel that
the government should have no say in the decisions an
individual makes. To these people, legalizing marijuana
justly supports the founding principles of this nation.
3.) Money
By legalizing marijuana, the government is
regulating the drug trafficking industry. This means the
government will add rules and taxes on the businesses
who sell marijuana. In Colorado it is estimated that
around an extra $50 million was generated just by taxing
the marijuana industry. This extra money can be used to
support government funded drug rehabilitation centers or
other useful projects.
Are there historical examples of similar events?
Many scholars have compared this current
issue with alcohol prohibition in the 1920s. When
social groups and the government observed that people
who drink alcohol in excess tend to act foolishly and
irresponsibly, the government instituted a nationwide
ban sale, production, importation, and transportation of
alcoholic drinks.
The result was a large rise in violence and
infamous gangsters, such as Al Capone whose main
business was the illegal trafficking and selling of alcohol.
More importantly the government began to discover
that prohibition did not greatly reduce the demand for
alcohol. In reality, many Americans were still drinking
alcohol but were relying on illegal gangsters and
bootleggers to supply it. Moreover, the ban led to great
gang violence. The rule was repealed at the end of 1933.
Today, alcohol is highly regulated.
Final verdict
Although there are good intentions behind the
American government’s decision on making recreational
marijuana illegal, there are major downsides to the
current laws in place. The War on Drugs has caused the
rise of drug cartels, violence, law enforcement spending
and deaths. Also a lot of people who have taken drugs
have been jailed for many years, which has cost society
a lot of money. This is because it costs money to jail
people and because people in jail are unemployed and
do not contribute productively to society. Legalizing
marijuana will enable people to make their own
decisions without unnecessary government intervention,
will likely reduce violence due to drug trafficking, and
will reduce unnecessary costs to society.

Ian
Tejvir

like Hawthorne and walls to schools
like Jefferson and Hamilton. It
means upgrading school wifi and
internet, so time might actually
allow for printing an essay during
passing time, and so the next time
East High School decides to take
an online survey at the exact same
time, computers at Memorial and
other schools won’t crash as well. It
means windows, basic heating and
cooling, fixed lighting, and bathroom
renovations.
Madison’s schools offer
some of the best education in
Wisconsin and the Midwest. Every
year, we dish out star athletes and
star students, yet we receive one
of the lowest education budgets in
comparison to Sun Prairie or any
other district while catering to the
2nd largest population in the state.
It’s time for change. It’s time to
vote. Because if we are JMM, we are
MMSD.

Megan
Save more. Spend smarter. Give back. Inspire others.

Vote for your
favorite now!

Be inspired and cast your vote today at
SummitCreditUnion.com/ProjectTeenMoney

